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ThePlay'stheThingNorma Johnson Wins Crown
But Not This Spring In Annual Miss E. s.- Contest
By JACKIE JASOUS 
Playrads, the Evening Session Drama Society, has 
in the past brought many fine theatrical productions to �he 
Baruch stage, will be unable to produce a play for the sprmg 
semester. The reasons attrib- • 
uted were the lack of a real- Hank Servos, president of Play­
istic production date and the rads, "was one of the most prof-itable workshops for Playracls and absence from sch?ol next City College." The club's member­
semester of a few VItal mem- ship· increased greatly, and many 
bers of Playrads' executive hit variety shows were put on in 
b dy conjhnction with ICB and other 
OThi� will be only the fifth semes- participants in the Student Life 
ter that Pia ·ads will not offer a program. Next 
_ term, Playtads 
roduction srnce 1947. plans to repea_t tlns forma� under p 
H 111• Servos resident of Play- the expert gmclance and chrect1on e Y ' P of Mr Ben Termme faculty acl-rads, is one of those students who . · cl b f th Speecl· will have to leave the Baruch visor an mem er 0 e 
�chool.. Mr. Servos s_tated _ th_at �e 
De par��;;-
Is A Workshop'? 1s leavmg because hts maJOI pio- A c1· t Hank Servos thegram of study is no longer offered w;r���: I�! a 
o 
face where "p�ople at Barnch. Because of Mr. Set:Qs endeavot to !in an insight into and other members o� the executive the theatre 
g
and its craft. All b�cly who _are leavm�! Playra_ds hases of acting are covered; all will �e lackin
f
g an expenenced p10- �oordination and production facets cluct1on staf . . 
The production dates allocated to (Continued on Page 2) 
Playrads for the spring semester 
were May 14 and 15. These dates 
are a scant ten days prior to the 
last day of classes and the begin­
ning of final exams. Knowing that 
a g-ood major production takes from 
five to seven weeks to properly 
stage, many Playrads m�mbers fe!t 
that it would be unfair to theu­
club, their school, their fellow stu­
dents and themselves to attempt to 
do justice to the production and 
to their school work under such 
conditions. 
A similar situation arose in the 
fall of 19°63 when the organization 
found itself without many of the 
key people who had been respon­
sible for past dramatic productions. 
To alleviate this problem, Playrads 
decided to develop and strengthen 
their workshop. This, according to 
Holiday If op 
Will Be Held' 
This Friday 
This Friday, December 18, the 
Inter-Club and its member clubs 
will hold a "Holiday Hop" in the 
Oak and Marble Lounges of the 




This ev_ening, for the second 
consecutive night, a Student­
Faculty Tea will be held in 
the Oak Lounge of the Stu­
dent Center ·at 8 :00 P.M. Last 
night, about fifty students and 
faculty members assembled to 
speak about academic and non­
academic problems. Students were 
not limited to questions about 
school work. Many topics - from 
private social lives to world af­
fairs - were discussed. 
As a special treat, the finalists 
of the Miss Evening Session Con­
test acted as hostesses and served 
refreshments. 
Student Council and the Depart­
ment of Student Life coordinated 
the program. The idea of faculty 
teas originated some years ago as 
the need was realized for Evening 
Session students to get to know 
their instructors on a less formal 
(Continued on Page 2) 
. 
By BURT BEAGLE 
Miss Norma Johnson is the new Queen of Evening Session. The 13-year-old Manhat­
tanite was crowned "Miss Evening Session 1965" by Dr. Robert A. Love, director of the 
Evening Session, in the Royal Ballroom of the Hotel Americana, Friday night before an 
audience of over 500 people. 
Sharon Mandelsberg, 20, of Little 
Neck, Queens, was runner-µp and 
Theresa· Majewski, 19, of Brook­
lyn was third. There were eleven 
finalists in the contest which was 
sponsored by The Reporter. 
In her first officiaJ act as "Miss 
Evening' Sessipn," Norma served 
as hostess last night at the Stu­
dent-Faculty tea. Other finalists 
joined her in serving the faculty 
and students. Another of the tasks 
of the finalists is to aid in solicit­
ing contributions for the Christmas 
_Miss Evening Session -1965 Norma Johnson (center) with Theresa 
Mejewski, third place (left) and Sharon Mandelsberg, second place 
(right), wiimers at the Americana: Friday night. 
Over 500. Ba'ruchians 
Attend Contest Dance 
By IRA STOLLER 
Although last Friday evening was rainy and miserable, 
the atmosphere was filled with lovely girls, dance music and 
soft lights while some 500 Evening Session Baruchians at­
tended the 7th annual Student Council-Reporter-Inter-Club 
Board dance in the Royal Ball-' 
room of the Hotel Americana. 
Fund Drive. 
The new queen is a graduate of 
the High School of .Commerce. She 
is in her second term at the Ba­
ruch School, taJdng courses in 
stenography, math and music. She 
is an AAS 2 student majoring in 
stenography. Her eventual goal is 
to teach business education on a 
high school level. 
Like so many previous winne1·s, 
Norma entered the contest at the 
suggestion of a girl friend. Her 
first knowledge of the "Miss Eve­
ning Session" contest came l\ year 
ago through a friend Bettye 
B1�dges who finished third in. last 
year's finals. Although she knew 
about the quest for a new Queen, 
she made no effort to enter until 
her girl friend ,Antoinette Hall 
urged her to do so. Miss Hall had 
entered herself, but failed to place 
as a semi-finalist. 
Antoinette was present Friday 
night and was more overcome by 
Norma's winning than Norma her­
self. Norma's first comments 
were "Oh my goodness, it's like 
a dream . . .  unbelievable." Despite 
the pressure of the moment, Norma 
remained composed throughout the 
crowning and the ensuing mob 
scene. Many of her friends and 
others who knew of her only 
through the contest rushed to the 
bandstand to offer their congra-
tulations. 
Present· to watch her being 
crowned were her mother, a broth­
er, a sister and her sister-in-law. 
First impressions usually rank 
( Continued on Page 5) 
Carver Club 
W�ill Sponsor 
'Charity Drive At 9:00 p.m. the attendees were directed through the Americana's 
plush, spacious lobby to the Ball­
room corridor where an escalator 
whisked them to the second floor 
Royal Ballroom. Even befo�·� they 
reached the top of the escalator, 
they could hear the music of Eddie 
Lee and his dance orchestra. Upon 
entering the ballroom, they saw a 
luxurious and quite crowded dance The Carver Club has an­
floor surrounded on three sides by nounced that it is collecting 
comfortable chairs and tables. toys which will be donated to 
Myer V. Rossabi, president of 
I.C.B., said, "Several of our clubs 
had planned to hold separate so­
cial events this coming Friday. 
Two p1·oblems had to be faced -
the delegation of rooms, and the 
inability of the individual clubs to 
hire a ·band. We felt that if all 
the clubs were to combine their 
efforts toward one dance we could 
have a dance under the auspices of 
the Inter-Club Board. I.C.B. could 
then secure the necessary funds to 
pay for the band and the refresh­
ments." 
Accounting Society Seminar 
At 10:30, a hush fell over the the Children's Aid Society of 
H Id 
c1owd as Eddie Lee introduced New York for their annual 
e 
Dick Spaniardi · and Jackie J asous Christmas Fund Drive. The do­.of 'Ilhe Reporter who acted as Mas- nated toys will be collected in ter and Mistress of Ceremonies for the Student Center 011 the main 
The "Holiday Hop'' will be the 
last big dance which l.C.B. wi!l 
sponsor this semester. They previ­
ously sponsored two very success­
ful dances - the I.C.B. Freshman 
Reception in October, a°!1d the 
Hotel Americana Dance which was 
a joint venture with The Reporter's 
Miss Evening Session Contest. The 
sponsors of the Holiday Hop are 
hoping that it will be as successful 
as the two prior social events. . 
The Lee Wayne Orchestra wh1ch 
entertained at most of the c?l­
lege's club events, will be proVI�l­
ing the music to dance . b:( tins 
Friday at the Hop. Adm1ss1011 to 
the affair, as well as to all l.C.B. 
events is free. 
In 'Government Jobs in Accounting' 
By WILLIAM H. WILLIAMS 
A seminar in accounting was sponsored by the account­
ing society on Monday, December 14, in the Marble Lounge. 
This program was in keeping with the Accounting So_ciety's 
tradition of presenting student information in the field of 
L. to r. Messrs. Anastasio, Palaz­
zolo, Leach and Altschuler. 
• acounting. The topic of the 
seminar was, "Accounting 
Positions in Government 
Agencies." 
Mr. Salvator Anastasio of the 
Personnel Department of the New 
York State Department of Taxa­
tion and Finance was the first 
speaker of the evening. Mr. Anas­
tasio spoke about present and fu­
ture job opportunities and the 
salary rates available in both State 
and Federal -agencies for public and 
private accountants. 
Mr. Vincent Palazzola of the 
Auditing Department of the United 
States General Accounting Office, 
the watchdog of Federal expencli-
(Continued on Page 4) 
the finals of the 15th annual Miss floor, weekdays through December �veni)1g Session Contest. Mr. Span- 23, and at the ICB Christmas Party. 11:rch. mtroduc_ed ea�h of the eleven Val Clark, Dolores Harris and Lucy · fm�hsts, :vlule �iss_ Jaso�s de- 'Glover are in chai·o-e of this en-scnbed their clothmg m detail. The deavor 
"' 
girls were escorted into the room 
by Henry Servos, president of All Carver Club members and 
Playrads, the Evening Session Dra- non-members are urged to donate 
ma Society, to the accompaniment a toy. The toys rn:lecl not be ne_� as 
of popping flashbulbs ai1d many long as they a.re m g?od �oncl1t�o11. 
oohs and aal1s from the crowd. As Th� club_ hopes to raise fifty gifts 
each girl walked past the judges' winch w1l\ be pr7,sented to mu?r
­
table, many felt sorry for the tunate children. The cooperat10n 
judo·es· theirs would not be an easy of all students 1s requested to make 
·ob"' ' · this project a success," said Mr. 
J · (See StoTy on Page 4) Val Clark. All gifts will be greatly 
As soon as the last finalist had and deeply appreciated by those 
left. the floor, the judges left to children who will have a merrier 
confer with the gfrls individually, Christmas as a result of contribu­
and the dancing resumed. At about tions. 
midnight, the dancing was again The Children' Aid Society is a 
stopped and the contestants made 11onsectariai1 organization that was 
their second appearance of the organized in 1853. It provides 
night, this time in a group. The twelve essential child care serv­
juclges again looked them over ices under one central aclministra­
carefully for beauty and poise. Still tion. The toys will be distrib,1ted unable to reach a decision, the to needy children by the various judges again retired to confer 
among themselves. child care services of the Chil-
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The Festive Se,ason? 
THE R EPO R T E R  
Playrads 
(Continued from Page 1) 
are taught." Skits and scenes from 
Wednesday, December 16, 1964 
Our·Amoral Airwa 
plays are rehearsed and present-
ed. Lighting, stage direction, make- By SAM GILLIAN 








spects of the 
from Arizona Jost the presidenttial election in 1964 because he failed 
What's In Store for Next to tune in the "Good Guys" of WMCA, the "All-Americ
ans" of W ABC, 
', Semester "Murray T11e K," "Jack Lacy,"· "Mad Daddy," or "B.M.R." 
This semester, Henry Servos, Why? Let us assume most Americans listen to popular music on 
President; Rick Levy, Business radio some time during their adolescent life. Further, let us assume 
Manager; and Ira Stoller, Publicity that the New York metropolitan area is a fairly representative sample 
Director, are but a few of the key of the American population. , _ 
people in I:'\ayra!'ls who·a.re M�king· The' senato1· from Ari�ona irrevpc:j.bly decid,ed to viake morality, farewell' appearances in some cru;es, or the Jack. of it, .a major issue in his campafgn; liut his effort fell from the Baruch School. Tei help fill short. He did not' discover one prime sou:rce for American immorality: 
the gap, the members of Playrads airwave · emanations in the form of rock 'n' roll. The senator from have elected to have a full spring Arizona did not suspect that rock 'n' roll is part of the Internationsil 
semester of intensive workshop Communist Conspiracy (endearingly called "Ikky") and tha-t when training. They state that it is again Khrushchev said, "We will bury you!" he meant an avalanche of 
timely to recruit and develop new immoral and insane inducing rock 'n' roll. members. At the same time, the re- Allow me to reminisce. In the early 1950s, Ikky, at the height of main:ing club members . who are 
d d b h h comparatively new and inexperi- its governmental infiltration, was mortally woun e y t e t en 
enced, will be trained to fill the senator from Wisconsin. It became necessary for Ikky to utilize a new 
vacancies. "A term without a pro- capitalist institution in order to achieve its goal of destroying America 
auction will give sufficient time from within. It was then that it quickly latched onto the promising 
to train these new members for trend in music: rock 'n' roll. By a process of elementary psychology it 
future vital roles in Playrads, and was easy to see what tremendous control a few well placed comrades 
come the fall term the Baruch could exert on the American public's mind. Concentrating solely on 
stage will again be lit and, a Play- teen-age rebelliousness and moral immaturity, Ikky determined it would 
rads' production will grace the take about thirty years (1984) before complete take-over could be 
boards," said Hank. achieved, i.e., before Americans could be induced to accept communist 
Seminar 
control peacefully. Ergo, Ikky began to stress the need for peaceful 
co-existence. 1 
Ikky is now celebrating its tenth year of success. It has revolu­
tionized RnR from a fad into an institution. It has succeeded in di-
( Continued from Page 1) verting the public interest from real world interests to selfish, material �nterests. It has achieved never-dreamed-of-before highs in propaganda tures, was the other guest speak- output. It has invaded the area of television in order to imp:rove its er who participated in the sem- effectiveness. Technological innovations such as the transistor radio inar. Mr. Palazzola informed the have. helped tremendously. No one need be without RnR for one minute audience of the kind of work his of the conscious day. Department does and what its re-
sponsibilities are. He explained Now we must analyze individual RnR songs to determine just how 
that his department employs a effective ,Ikky ha,; been. Any person who has taken the trouble to read 
rating system which is used as the the F.B.I.'s report on the summer riots knows they were communist 
basis of promotion. inspired, but this is what he doesn't know: had he tuned in the local 
This system, however, does not DJ, he could have been forewarned that these riots were going to take 
guarantee promotion. Some of the· place and, also, their exact locality. All summer the radio public was 
factors taken into consideration bombarded with the very popular lyrics of ''Dancing In The Streets." 
when evaluating a person for pro- Issued before the riots it achieved its height in rating at the height 
motion are ability, app!Jarance, per- in rioting. The song, written by No. 1, a card-carrying Ikky executive, 
The festl·ve· seasnn, which has come- upo,n us all too' soon, sonality, experience, etc. The speak-
instructs everyone to go out into the street and dance (Ikky lingo 
er' noted that some states ac�ept for riot). It names cities and .they coincide with the ones which rioted. 
compels us to :make a few comments. Christmas time, which General Accounting Office ·experi- No. 1 is noted for his consistency. He wrote many other songs 
has -traditfonally been a time of goodwill, family reunions ence as a ·qualification for becom- which reached the Top Ten, three having the exact same wording: ing a certified public accountant'; "I'm1 going to the r,iver, jump right in and drown," so the vocalist says, 
and the reaffirmation of friendships, has become much too however, New York is n'ot _one of if he doesn't get his way. No. 1 hopes all anti-communist conservatives 
crass and cnmmercialiized. It seems that immediately after those states. took his advice after the November elections. His latest success is entitled "I Think I'm Going Out Of My Mind." It's easy to see, there-
Labor Day, we are bombarded with reminders from the · fore, why No. 1 is in charge of Ikky's Sanity Department: his job is 
"hucksters" that outdoing last year's gift-giving and merry Student Tea to drive �Verybody nuts. 
making- 1·s moi·" 1·mportant than the orig-inal concept of Ikky's Morality Department is headed by No. 2, another successful _ "' - (Continued from Page 1) ,, songwritei·. He is No. 2 by virtue of the fact 'th{l;t not-everyb9(J,y can 
"peace on earth - goodwill towards men." basis. Dr. 'P. C. Li, assista'ht Man be No. 1. His songs have been more interesting though not as popular 
of ·student Life, stated, "We' 'wei'e as No. 1. No. 2's first big success came in the late 1950s whicl1 is when The giving of token gifts no longer exists. The �shops very pleased with las(': 'night's · he ascended to his present position. It was ruttingly entitled "To 
and department stores pro,mote- and suggest bigger and bet- . turnout and are hoping tnat sti'l1 Know, Know Know Him Is To Love, Love, Love Him." Ikky's defini-
f more students will 
participate to- tion of know coincides with the fourth definition in "Webster's New ter "gadget" gifts. The idea is rn;>t giving for the sake O night " · ' ,1 · Collegiate Dictionary." 
pleasi11g, · but instead, impressing. We do not advocate a Pr;fessors and instructoi!s from Among No. 2's hit tunes are "Right O. Wrong,'' .. and "Coine A 
" " tt't d b t th d'f' t· f th · 
the departments of business ad- Little Bit .Closer." "Right Or Wrong" can· be ·classified as simple im-scrooge ., a 1 u e, u ra er a mo 1 1ca ion o e 1no-r- ministration, speech, Jaw, romance morality: "Right or wrong I'll do what you want me to." "Come A dina�ely iexpensive and carelessly chosen "status" gifts. A languages, economics and English, Little Bit Closer'' is a bit more complex. It tells of 'a girl in a little 
return to sensible, meaningful presents will not hurt our attended the tea laSt 
night, , cafe on the other side of the border saying to her would-be love1·, 
economy or destroy businesses, but will, ill the Jong run, "Come a little bit closer / you're my kind of man / so big mi:d so 
C -Fl• t E 
strong / come a little bit closer / I'm all alone / and the night is so 
cement lasting and rewarding r�laitiqnships. (JllJ I ic xams long." That is the song; these are the facts: the would-be Jover is 





,: Final Examination schedules are times · each year to insure continuity in the world's oldest pro-now available for consultation in f · 1 1 the Evening Session Office, Room ess1on; tie gir is a businesswoman; and the Me:!!iican government in 
6, and at each of our centers, (l5th 1960 allocated three million dollal'S in an attempt to clean up the boi·der. 
d b d th t f' 1 St., 21st St. and 23rd St.). No. 2 hopes to lower the moral fibre of America by glorifying We woulq. like to remind the stu ent O Y a ma S Students who have conflicting relationships which are void of love and last for short durations. His 
are just around the corner and· the Christmas recess is a examinations (two or more) must latest hit :is called, "We'll Sing In The Sunshine." The female vocalist 
d t
. 
f t h' 
· 
t t s a d report such conflicts in Room 6. tells her lover {lovers) she will stay with him (them) one year but goo 1me or ca c urg up on assignmen s, erm paper n never love him (them). When she was a little girl her daddy told her 
rest. Finally, we want to wish the faculty and students the to "never love a man but take what you can get and give but what 
happiest of holidays and a healthy and prosperous New 
I 
you can." One of No. 2's prime projects is to see that teen-agers get 
He'lp Wante'd 
involved in rearing children before they are quite reared themselves. 
Year. 
1 
He has achieved much success through phrases such as "It's all right 
to have a good time; yes, it's all right." 
'-=,,;;,,,===�=ee::::::e���=· 1 I The Prophet and' Rebellion Department is headed . by No. :i. The 
Ring In The New The Placem ent Office is open prophet motive plays an important part in the songs he writes. Most " . ' Monclay through Thursday eve- of us wh0 read · newspapern will recall the Darien, Oonn. incident where,. 
























om 303 of the after consuming much alcohol, a. teen-ager, driving his daddy's car, managed to kill his girl friend. If we had tuned in the local DJ, we 
incumbent editors, Joe Edell and Richard Spaniardi, will would have known weeks beforehand that this was going to happen. 
be turning- over the Evening Session newspaper to Jackie FULL-CHARGE BOOKKEEPER N
o. 3 accurately predicted this event :in his popular song "Last Kiss." - _ Male only, position with a A teen-ager tells of driving his daddy's car with his girl at his side 
Jasous and Arthur Slater, Editor-in-Chief and Managing manufacturer of outerwear, located and of not seeing a stalled car ahead. The song doesn't mention drink­
Edito'I'.', respectively. This change will probably be reflecte<l near the Empire State .Bldg. Must ing, but how does one not see a car ahead - his vision must have 
be able to handle full set of books been blurred. After the accident the girl kisses him one "last kiss" in edito-rial po,licy and. renewed vigor in responsible j<'>ur- and supervise office staff of three. and dies in his arms. He immediately assumes she has gone to Heaven; 
nalism. The departing editors feel they are leaving the paper Prior full-charge experience re- and if he wants to see her again, he has to be a good boy. The fact 
b t t quired. Starting salary , $125 . per that he will be driving along the road with another girl soon after. in in capable and dedicated hands. It is with regret, U no week. Ref!lr to Code No. 40-12. his daddy's new car is immaterial. 
with doubt that we relinquish our duties. We hope that the Ergo, if the senator from Arizona had tuned in A. M radio instead ' SECRETARY - 'Female only, 
self-satisfaction and perso:h'al' achievements we have experi- positiim with a publishing firm _lo- of HAM radio, he could have been informed of these revolutionary 
b O t 
. cated in midtown Manhattan. Must developments in RnR. He could have e::qlosed the plot to the Americ"an enced, will be enj.oyed. by the editors-to- e. ur nex lSSUe public and, no doubt, he would have been elected President. have good steno and typing skills. 
will be the present editors last. We wish Jaokie and Art Starting salary $75 to $90 per But, alas, the most we can hope for is a congressional investiga-
the best of luck! week. Refer to Code No. 240-29. tion of Ikky. 
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Delegation from Baruch Attends Beaver Returns 
IAESC Annual Program at Clark After Absence 
ALLAN SHERMAN/ARTHUR FIEDLER 
The masters of musical satire take 
an affectionate poke at Prokofieff, 
Brahms, Beethoven & others 
It was bound to happen! The top musical satirists of our time have joined forces ht 
a lively new album that plays fast and loose with the music of the masters. Recorded 
"live," this high-spirited spoof includes Sherman's hilarious parody of "Peter and 
the Wolf" (which includes such items as Beethoven's Fifth Cha-Cha-Cha and Aida in 
Dixieland) plus the fresh and funny "End of a Symphony." And Allen makes his con­
ducting debut here in a slightly swacked rendition of "Variations on How Dry I Am." 
It's all great fun-as 13,327 listeners who heard these selections in concert can 
attest. Recorded in Dynagroove sound, it's an album you'll enjoy over and over again. 
I By GIUSEPPE COSTANTINO 
It was November'25, a rainy day in Manhattan. Twenty­
second street was almost deserted when a bouncing black 
truck stopped at the front of the main entrance of the Stu­
dent Center. Eight men, five sextons, two undertakers, and 
a priest got out of the fuming·<--•>-------------­
truck and entered the build- bery, The whole event seems to 
ing. Simulating a ritual event, have been developed in deep mys-
the group ,unnoticed reached teif
' 
week passed by. The fraternity the Marble Lounge. Two men with ·was not successful ir,i, its hunting plastic machine guns controlled the 
stairs while the other six opened game. Our dear mascot did not 
a small cardboard coffin and put bring the hunters any luck. Fearing 
the 120 pound bronze statue into retaliation, they now had to re­
it. At 7 o'clock there was nobody turn their ill l).cquired idol� 
around. No early bird students in- Wednesday, December 2, at 
10 
The Beaver Returns 
terrupted the operation; no cus­
todian was there to give the group 
a cease and desist order. In that 
peaceful atmosphere, the coffin 
carried by four people departed 
from the center amid lighted can­
dles, and prayers recited in Latin. 
Alpha Omega Epsilon, the notori­
ous fraternity, accomplished a most 
astonishing robbery. Its brother-
P.M., someone called the Ticker 
Office. The Voice said, "If you 
want to pick up the Beaver, you 
should go directly to 34 Gramercy 
Park East." Two Ticker staff 
members ran down the stairs and
informed Mr. Peterson of the dis­
covery. Pallid and thin from the 
strict fasting, since the beloved 
Beaver's disappearance, our heroic, 
and heartful custodian flew to the 
aforementioned location. The smil­
ing mascot was there, in the lobby, 
covered with cardboard. 
Since the real story of the bea­
ver's robbery is still covered by an 
incredible mystery, in fact nobody 
knows who stole the statue and for
what purpose, the writer was im­
pelled to write a fictional mystery
story a la James Bond. Therefore, 
any person or facts which were 
mentioned in the above story hav­
ing any reference whatsoever to 
reality is strictly coincidental. 
However, many thanks go to the 
Student Center custodian Mr. 
J..dolph Peterson, who collaborated 
with the writer in hypotheeizing
the facts of this unsolved mystery. 
Any person, having information 
leading to the apprehension of the 
culprits, will be richly rewarded. 




p, c, With the precious cargo, the f' 
· 
black truck disappeared in the con- oe j orner
gested morning traffic of the city. �-------------' 
In the meantime, the Alpha 
Omega Epsilon's chief and remain­
ing tribesmen were preparing 
themselves for ' the rite at the 
source of the Hudson River. At 
ten o'clock the asthmatic truck ar­
rh-ed at the square of the camp. 
One hour later the chief, followed 
by his men, started the rain dance. 
If the beaver was propitious, then 
rain would come, and the aquatic 
rodents living in the river would 
come out. Everyone foresaw a very 
YOUTHFUL YEARS IN 
ENGLAND 
(Dedicated to Sir Winston Chur­
chill on his 90th Birthday) 
Youthful years I spent with you, 
Amongst your forests and fields 
I grew,, 
Many memories can I recall 
Of grass so green, and trees so tall, 
My mind wanders back to" those 
youthful years, 
-
. successful hunting season opening. 
President's Report When the robbery was discov-
And from my eyes do roll the tears, 
For over me it has cast a, spell 
This England, that I knew so well. 
At 1 o'clock a formal luncheon
1 
ered, all the maintenance person­
was held. At this time Mr. Reuben nel were panic-stricken. Mean. 
McDaniel, IAESC president, gave while some male student cursed 
his report in which he attempted1 the profanators. Some females 
to present some of the highlights sobbed softly, while the school's 
of the past year. Mr. McDaniel officials, who rarely leave their 
spoke of the second IAESC exec- thrones, were in the :(l'[arble Lounge 
utive committee meeting forma.liz- investigating the case. Comments 
ing a four point program to bring and comparisons were made. Some­
about the maximum possible bene- one suggested that this case was 
fits to evening education. He said, similar to the Star of India's rob-
Youthful years that have gone so 
fast, 
Youthful years that are in my past, 
Now as a man I span those years, 
And with a hand, do wipe. my tears, 
For over me it has cast a spell 
This England, that I knew so well. 
WALTER SOBEL 
. "The first part of this program 







:����l- sonnel Association)." 
MISS EVENING SESSION 1965 
Sunken in the ecstasy 
of creation 
conference program. The second Elections Held 
He gathered the indigo of lilacs 
for your cheeks, 
the purple of violets 
for your lips, part of our program was the ex­pansion of our legislative program 
to include not only legislation, but 
the entire field of the relationship 
of evening education to the public 
sector of American life. We hoped 
to help make all public institutions 
more aware of the role of the 
evening college and the evening 
student in the .community. The 
third part of our program," the 
president continued, "involved the 
improving of relations between the 
private sector of our economy and 
the evening college. The fourth 
part of our program for this year 
was the strengthening of relations 
between the IAESC and other ol'­
ganizations in the field of evening 
education. We particularly wanted 
to explore the tightening of our 
bonds with the AUEC (Association 
the stars of heaven 
for your eyes, 
the back of ravens 
for you1· hair .. . he gathered 
sunken in the ecstasy 
of creation. 
At the completion of the work­
shop sessions, elections were held 
to elect officers for the coming 
year. Mr. John Mastin, University 
of Akron, was elected presid.ent. 
Mr. Matthew Clancy, Pace Col­
lege is the new vice president. Also 
from the University of Akron, Miss 
Vivian Huber, will be the new 
secretary of the IAESC. Mr. Sey- Enraptured in the realm 
mour Simon, who is presently pres- of poetry 
ident of this school's Evening Ses- the Graces took 
sion Student Council, is the Trea- the beauty of a dawn 
surer. for your loveliness, 
On Sunday the delegates gath- the breath of a rose 
ered to hear stimmaries of the pre- for your te11derness, 
ceding day's events. After the Sun- the depth of the ocean 
day meeting, the delegates from as for your mystery, 
far away as the University of Colo- and Euphrosyne named you 
rado and Sir George Williams Uni- , Woman . . 
versity Montreal Canada depart- for the JOY of mankmd. 
ed. 
, ' ' GIUSEPPE COSTANTINO 
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This Was the Night That Was-11 
Judging A Reauty Contest 
Or Ogling The Easy W aJ 
By MAX SEIGEL 
Judging a beauty contest m.ay seem like fun. And it is 
-most of the time. People peer at you, bow to you, try 
to read your thoughts, while you try to hide them, self-con­
sciously. You wear your badge - a bandaged carnation -
---- ---------· like a floor-walker in a depart-
Baruchians 
Attend Dance,-
ment store. You sip your drink 
- offered you with the com­
pliments of someone or other 
- again self-consciously, se-
( Continued from Page 1) riously, trying to look as if. 
After a few more dance num- this was something you did 
hers, Eddie Lee and the orchestra every evening 0f your life -
unveiled a quite unexpected, but or almost every evening. 
nevertheless well re<ieived, comedy When the contest starts, and 
��:!�:;./�f�h:
x
���tlr�: �tite� the finalists parade across the 
in a banjo solo. Then, a trio gave room and stop before you, smiling 
a fine impersonation of the old or trying desperately to keep their 
Clayton, Jackson & Durante trio lips from quivering just a little, with Eddie Lee \lS Clayton, and you sit back, serious, aware of the 
��·::.k Little donning the Durante Jifr and qeath responsiiblity of 
In another surprise, Miss Gloria your decisions. 
Just Another Dance · Smith of Playi-ads was then called to the microphone to sing '\As 
Long As He Needs Me.'' Miss It had �II seemed just another 
Smith, whose fine voice was previ- college activity a few days earlier. 
ously eIDiibited during the Ken- You had even stressed that to some nedy memorial program, received of the finalists you had met a wel'l-deserved ovation from the casui!,lly. You had laughed. Then, crowd. why did it all seem different now At 12:45 A.M., the judges an- that the moment of truth had ar­nounced that they had reached their \-ived? It was all different, some­decision ! The finalists were called how. Then you realized why. You back into the room. Tension and weren't just choosing three win­excitement prevailed as Miss Tei-i ners; you were' choosing eight Skop, former n:lembe11 of Th_e Re- losers. You weren't just bringing porter and a current executive of joy to a tl-io of lovely girls; you Playrads, was called upon to pre- were bi'inging despair to a bevy sent a bouquet of red roses to the of others. Nor was the drama Jim­third place winner, Miss Teri Ma- ited to the cast of characters. What jewski of G:reenpoint, Brooklyn. about their fi-iends arid their fam­Maryse Borges, second place win- ilies. All had said it was nothing; ner of the 1963 Miss Evening Ses- all had said: "Oh, just enter ·be­sion contest, came forward next to cause it's fun." But suddenly you present a bouquet to the second become afraid that it might not be place winner, who was Miss Sharon all fun _ and suddenly your pencil Mandelsberg, of Little Neck, and the sheet of paper before 'you 
Queens. become implacable enemies, the 
Finally the moment of truth bullies bending you to the despair­<iould be po_stpo.1:ed . no longer. inr- decision. There were mne fmal!sts lef�, any You allow a fleeting fantasy: one of whom could be the wmner. "Why can't they all win?" Then, Who w?uld it be? Dr: Robert_ A. you reassure yourself: "They all Love, director of Evemng Se�s1on, did win. After all, aren't they the came forward to crown the wmner finalists Haven't they already 
as he has done for the past several won in the preliminaries?" years. The e1;1vel?pe was opened This is little solace. Tonight, you and Mr. SJ?amard1 �nnounced that are choosing·, eight losers. And you Miss Evenmg Sess10n, 1965, was don't like your new role of hatchet 
Miss Norma Johnson. A surprised man.' You decide the announce­and happy Miss Johnson received m.ent comes. And :.Vhile the crowds her crown and an affectionate kiss g,, off to cheer their new 'heroines. from Dr. Love to the cheers of her you slink away _ tired, despond­fellow contestants and schoolmates. cnt. But not quite. One of the On� of th� most exci�ing. Miss losers see you, app_roaches. You Evemng Session c�ntests m h1st?ry st;art stammering regrets. She 
was . over. The wmners were 1m- �miles: "Oh, it's just another col­mediately surrom_ided by eager Jege a<itivity. Don't take it too photographers, while the als�-:ans seriously. We had a ball.". They 
(we can't call them losers) Jomed dicl. _ even if we judges didn't. 
their families, escorts' and friends -------- - - -­
for a well-deserved half hour of 
dancing and fun. 
The dance actually ran 30 min­
utes past the scheduled 1 :00 A.M. 
closing time. The contest portion
ran late and the capacity crowd 
still had the urg-e to dance. With 
the approval of Dr. Love, the time 
1 
was extended. 
The committee that arranged the 
dance consisted of Myer Ros�abi, 
ICB president, Joe Nacmias, of 
Student Council and Larry Robins, 
of The Reporter. Serving as ticket
takers were Miss Connie Ford, 
president of the Newman Club and 
�:hi�c��-;;. 
president of the Young 
:Burt Beagle served as coordina­
tor of the "Miss Evening Session" 
contest. Den mother for the night 
,was Miss Illona Seskin, president 
of the Camera Club. 
RCporter photos taken by Bart Beagle, 
Frank Policastro, Prince A. David, Wa,1-
ter Sobel, Art Slater. 
Dr. Robert A. Love congratulates 
winner after crowning. 
I 
Beauty contestant passing in review in front of "The Reporter" tables 
during the first presentation on Friday, night. 
Petite Ana Lopez smiling wistfully 
at the camera before the contest. 
Miss Evening Session 1965, Norma Johnson, glow­
ing with the excitement of a "Queen," 
"The Moment of Truth" as Dick Spaniardi ann 
dress, beams with surprise. Other contestants sh< 
Facing the judges with brav.e smiles are (I. 'to r.) Ana Lopez, Jackie 
Feinberg, Carole Plushnick, Norma Johnson and Gail Dreier. 
Miss Gail Dreier, caught with her eyes shut as MC Dick Spaniardi 
introduces ih.er to the Americana crowd. 
Lovely "Ricky'' Rosenthal awaits 1 
her turn_to face the judges. 
Norma Johnson flanked by the 
Jackie Jasous in a post-contest 11. 
lay, December 16, 1964· 
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the Miss Evening Session Dance 
Miss Joan Grossman showing good form as she goes through her 
initial "solo" walk at the Americana. 
the winner, Miss Norma Johnson, in the white 
ir approval of the judges' choice. 
The happy runners up (I. to r.) Sharon Mandlesberg 
(second place) and Teri Majewski (third place). 
§t emcees Dick 
taking session. 
Trying to influence the judges with their looks are (I. to r.) Norma 
Johnson, Gail Dreier, Mona Picon, Teri Majewski and Shelia Robbins. 
Miss Mona Picon, glancing sideways at the MC as she approaches 
front and center on her way to the judges. 
Norma Johnson Crowned 
New Baruch E. S. Queen 
( C011,tinued from Page 1) 
heavily in the voting of the judging 
panel. When the finalists were 
presented to the judges individ­
ually, many of them seemed too 
tense or unsure of themselves. Nor­
ma, however, displayed poise and 
steadiness as she pai"aded around 
the ballroom. 
She wore a white scoop-neck 
dress with an empire sequin 
waist and panel in back. She had 
long white gloves, matching shoes 
and complementing the ensemble 
v,as a string �f pearls. 
Norma carried herself well in 
that first appearance. She credited 
her ability to walk coPrectly to 
Dorothea Towles, a French model, 
who had instructed her about three 
months ago. 
Her only previous modeling ex­
perience came last year in the an­
nual Carver Club fashion show. 
She modeled a bathing suit in the 
show. Now she desires to model 
professionally, on a part time basis 
anyway. 
Norma is employed as a typist 
in the securiµes-custody depart­
ment of the Morgan Guaranty 
Trust Co. The girls in her office 
sent her a telegram Friday wish­
ing her good luck in the finals. 
She spent part of Saturday telling 
them of her winning. 
To runner-up Sharon the contest 
was an "exciting experience in 
which I met a lot of wonderful 
people whose friendship I look for­
ward to continuing for a long 
time." 
Sharon is a 19-year-old, 2 Fresh­
man, majol'ing in retailing, Cur­
rently she is employed as an ex­
ecutive secretary by McCalls Corp. 
Upon graduation she hopes to be­
come a fashion buyer. 
Friday Sharon was bedecked in 
a long gown with a black chiffon 
skirt and a velvet top, The gown 
was designed by Ceil Chapman. 
The brown haired, brown-eyed lass
overcame her initial nervousness 
to score well during the judges in­
terviews. 
Thii·d place Theresa, which is 
shortened to "Teri" by her friends, 
took a personal hand in her ap­
pearance. The long black chiffon 
gown \vith chiffon skirt, velvet top 
and low V-neck cut that she wore 
was a do-i't-yourself model. She 
completed the job in just two days. 
Blonde haired and hazel-eyed, 
Teri is an AAS 2 student ma­
joring in advertising. The field of 
advertising is her ultimate goal 
and she hopes to get a start on it 
by joining Tihe Reporter adver­
tising staff. 
Presently she is employed by 
the Greenpoint Savings Bank as 
a secretary. 
A year ago she finished second 
in the Miss Polonia of Greenpoint 
co11test. F1�day, her slender figure, 
page boy hair-do, and flowing 
movements gave her a statuesque 
appearance. 
Judging this year's contest was 
a panel of five. It consisted of Mr. 
Irving Liss, former chancellor of 
Sigma Alpha; Mrs. Joan Gesslein 
Harding, former president of the 
Inter-Club Board; Mr. _Jack Peritz, 
former editor-in-chief of Td1e Re­
porter; Mrs. Miriam Golombeck, 
noted fashion designer and Mr. 
Max Seigel, faculty advisor of The 
Reporter and radio news editor of 
the New York Times. 
Tabulating the judge's ballots 
were Miss Florence Marks and Dr. 
P. C. Li of the Department of 
Student Life. 
Following the finalists initial 
appearance in the Royal Ballroom, 
they then returned to their dress­
ing room Mal Maison 7. 
After a short respite, the judges 
came to the room to interview each 
finalists. Questions asked of the 
girls included: Why did you enter 
the contest? Do you think you will 
Win? What are your goals? Why 
did you choose your major? Do 
you hope to pursue a modeling 
career? 
One of the judges attempted to 
relieve some of the girl's tensions 
by relating some of his army ex­
periences. The interviewing por­
tion of the contest took longer 
than usual, causing the crowning 
ceremonies to be moved up from 
11 :30 to 12 :45. 
Upon completion of the inter­
views, the girls then proceeded 
back to the ballroom for a group 
appearance. The girls stood in a 
semicircle in front of the judges. 
The judges then cast their ballots 
and sealed them in envelopes, which 
were picked up by Dr. Li. Miss 
Marks and Dr. Li then went into 
another room to make the tabu­
lations. When the winners were de­
termined, the tabulation sheet was 
presented to Burt Beagle, the con­
test coordinator. He placed the 
names of the winners in a sealed 
envelope and presented it to Dick 
Spaniardi, master of ceremonies 
for the night. 
The girls were then called to 
the bandstand for the presentation. 
The tension mounted as first the 
third place winner was announced. 
Then, the second. Finally, "Miss 
Evening Session 1965," Miss Nor­
ma Johnson was announced. A 
night of dreams became a reality. 
As Dick Spaniardi mentioned, 
while introducing the girls to the 
audience, the contestants not only 
displayed beauty but also a wide 
range of hobbies and interests. 
Joan Grossman and Roberta Ro­
senthal both plan to become ac­
countants. Sheila Robbins and Gail 
Dreier had both spent extra-cur­
ricular high school hours on their 
own school newspapers. Carole 
Plushnick had been in an automo­
bile accident one week before the 
contest. Her leg was bandaged, 
but not seen because of her long 
gown. Carole, as a matter of fact, 
is seeking her pilot's license and 
plans to do some parachuting. She, 
Sheila and Mona were the oldest 
contestants at 22 with Joan Gross­
man and Jackie Feinberg the 
youngest at 17. 
Our shortest contestant was Joan 
Grossman at an even 5 feet, and 
Mona Picon was the tallest, 5'8". 
STAFF MEET! G 
A Reporter staff meeting is 
scheduled for all members and 
any interested students · on 
Tuesday, December 22, at 7:30 
p.m. in The Reporter office, 
Room 420, Student Center. Mr. 
Max Siegel, Faculty Adviser, 
will address the members. This 
Renee Fischbach a.ncl Steve Selwyn ��e
�b��-t meeting for all staf£ 
swing during contest intermission.,,_ ____________ . 
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A Once in a 
in ·Time 
Lifetime Gift Offer 
Just for Christmas! 
Full Size P·ackag�ng of Most National Products Are Yours While They Last! 
·u·p to $15 .• 00 VALUE
Cost You Only $2.75 
Different "Pacs" Available for Gentlemen and Ladies 
$2.00 of Each Sale Goes to the Association , of Retard�d Children 




Automatic Keyboard set tab Touch Regulator 
Basket shift Mechanism 
Handsome iippere'd carrying case 
Most standard typewriter features 




SIX FO·OT SCARF 
100% ALL WOOL 





C:CNY WOOL HATS 







HOODED SWEAT SHIRTS 
Siies 2 to 16 - Colors 
SALE $2.75 
Also: Bibs - Booties - Jackets 
A TT ACHE CASES 
A PERFECT GIFT ,. 
Fine Quality, with many pockets 
Full Expansion - Precision Locks 
Washable Colors: 
Black - Olive - Tan 
At Discount Prices 
T I M EX 
WA T C H E S  
SHEAFFER PENS 
Yes, the Fair Traded Sheaffer 
"Llfetlm�" Pens and Pencils are 
A·vallable and Discounted 20% 





At Greatly Redf!ced Prices 
I 
All Webster's Collegiate Indexed 
and New W,orld Dictionaries 
, PLASTIC SHIELD DIFFUSER SPECIALLY PRICED 
FOR THE 
HOLIDA y SEASON 
INCLUDES BULB 
SALE $6.95 
BE SURE TO SEE OUR NEW WINTER FASHIONS IN­
CLUDING A COMPLET,E LINE OF SHIRTS, ZIPPER JACK­
ETS (Red, White, Columbia Blue and Black). ALL REQUIRED 




S A L E  $5.39 
Owned by the CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK 
LOCATED IN THE STUDENT CENTER 
·, I· 





�Contintied from Page 8) 
had elapsed, the clock remained 
at _ 33 seconds_ The officials dis­
cussed the situation with the two 
coaches, but the clock was kept at 
By LEONARD COHEN 33 seconds. Six seconds later 
Playrads, the Evening Session Dramatic Society, was Schweid fouled Divock, and he pro-
b th h t d d' 
vided the winning margin. 
o OS an au ience to the latest innovation in the visual Zuckerman missed ·on a driving 
CLUB 
S.A.M. 
Sam will hold a meeting Decem­
ber 28, 1964 at S.A.M. Headquar­
tei-s, 16 West 40th St., at·6:30 P.M. 
The Constitution will be present­
ed to the membership. It is im­





those children who will have a 
meITier Christmas as a result of 
your generous contributions 
arts - "Anifo1·ms." This past Monday evening in the Oak shot and Adelphi ran out the clock. 
Lounge, Mr. Morey Bunen, one of the world's top puppeteers 
A midcourt heave by Camisa at the Playrads, the Evening Session 
buzzer was wide_ Dramatic Society, will once again 
_ AlsQ it �11 be absoli\tely the last 
time for those interested in going 
on the ski trip to make their ten, ' 
dollar deposit. All those who have 
made their first five dollar in­
stallment and fail to bring in the 
balance will forfeit their existing 
deposit of five dollars. 
and star of the old Fudini pup-· show an information session as The outside shooting of Levine hold its annual Ch1istmas Dance CHESS CLUB 
�et show, was happy to volun- used at the Fair, was condu�ted. gave City
 and early 10-5 lead_ How- in the Oak Lounge, Monday, De- After the games on Thursday, 
, o M d - h M d ever Adelphi came back with 
- a b 21 t 9 30 P M P I D 10 Ch I D - · t 



















Sturdy, who first introduced show business career_ He is the Mallis put in ten of the points. A holiday spirit will spark the eve- tournament and Al Kontogianis 
Aniforms at this year's owner of the East End Theatre, 
three-point play by Pearl edged ning. Santa Claus says, "Ho, ho clinched first place in group A: 
and elaborated about off Broadway City in front 28-27, but Adelphi ,ho come on down and have fun; The final standings of both groups 
World's Fair Texas Pavilion. show production and management. managed to get the lead back on from Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, will be announced in the next is-
Mr. Bunen worked behind the The main character, interrupting six points by Barry Certner_ Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner and sue of The Reporter. 
scenes by pulling the strings and throughout, and stealing the show City had five players in double Blitzen a Merry Christmas and a The Davis-Kontogianis playoff 
levers on the one dimensional, flat was Bullwiltlcle, The Moose. Most figures witp Kissman's 19 leading. Happy New Year." (J:an., 7 and 8) will be the high-
surfaced form_ By using reverse interesting of all was how Bull- Zuckerman added 14, Pearl 13 and YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
I lfght_ of the fa!l ,term, and will de-
polarity (that is reversing white winkle (Morey Bunen) spoke di- Camisa 10. Levine had 12, ,all in I termme the wmner of the tourna-
and b1ack) and projecting the fig- rectly to the audience, and espe- the first half_ Mallis led Adelphi The next meeting of the 
Demo- ment. 
ure onto a closed circuit television cially to unaware late comers_ A with 26. Morales and Certner ]iad cratic Club will be this T�ursday
, Our next regular meeting will be 
screen, Mr. Bunen's puppet gave young lady, walked into the dark- 13 apiece. December 17, at. 8:30 P._M. m Roo;11 held 01;1 Thursday, Dec_ 17 at 8:15 
the illusion of a live ca1-toon_ ened Oak Lounge and was con- The Panthers stayed in the game 4�3, _S.C. At �his meetmg we will P.M. in room 306 of the Student 
This phenomenal process has fronted by a smiling "Moose". The with some good foul shooting. They distribute copies of_ t�e Student Center. On Friday, Dec. 18, at 7
been used as an intriguing source television cartoon spoke directly to hit 27 of 32 for the game, With Democrat, the publication of the P.M., we will play St Francis Col­
of communication at trade and the young lady who was flabber- Kissman pulling down 17 rebounds, N.YS.C.Y-D. We will also t1:ke up lege _ A "Met League" match _ 
sales meetings to create additional gasted at the animation's obvious City_ had a slight edge in that de- our report to the state office on ir\. room 306. Refreshments will be 
interest. The companies, who have awareness of what she was wear- part!nent. ' our activities in th_e last fe:"' served both nights. All are invited. 
spent approximately $780.00 (the ing. When "the Moose", speaking mo�
�hs_ All students mtereSted i_n CAMERA CLUB 
actual cost of each one-shot deal to another female member of the City Col1:1e F P A
delphi politics are urged to attend this 
for an Aniform demoI)stration of audienc�, remarked " ... and what Camisa 1£ 4 2 10 Morales, If j? i 1� meeting_ 
the firm's own product) have had about the lovely young lady in the Green e:n o o o Goldstein 1 2 4 The New York State Co
llege 
On Thursday, December 17, the 
Camera Club will have a Christmas 
Party in Room 402 of the Student 
Center at 9:00 P.M. higher sales than nonnal because reel dress. Fran (he knew her �;�\r
nce i g � ���_r;:;n , rf � g 6 Young Democrats has asked us to 
the buyers were more attentive. name) my dear, having trouble K_issman, c 7 5 19 Wechsler 1 5 7 advance the following addition to
 
The demonstration exhibited for with accounting? See me later and �}�7�1�,\g g � 1� i:i·'X���tfno, lg 1g g 2g the Washington Tour. A special trip 
All are i'nvited, and, of course, 
Playrads and curiosity seekers who we'll go over your figure-'' Her Levine, rg 5 2 12 Certner 3 7 13 to Arlingto
n National Cemetery to 
dropped in, was similar to the one blush matched her dress_ �;��eid 
g � 1� �1�1tce:, rg g � � see the grave of the late President 
refreshments will be Served, 
HEBREW SO.CIETY 
Mr_ Sturdy used at the World's Opposed to "sell" animation, Total 26 24 76 Total 
- - - Kennedy, Busses will _leave Thurs-
Fair this past summer_ Mr. Sturdy where each line is predrawn and Adelphi . _____ .. _. __ . __ 35 
25 27 77 day from 11 A.M. to 8 P.M. There 
A group discussion of "Intermar­
riage" will be the basis of tomor­
row night's (Thursday) meeting of 
the Society. It will be held in Room 
407 of the Student Center starting 
at 8 :45_ The session is open to all 
first introduced Bullwinkle, The each movement is preset, this is City College _ .. _ _ . ___ 34 !� �;=;! will also be one bus Friday night 
Moose, of T.V_ cartoon fame, for live animation, with the ability Free throws missed: City (l0J _ Kiss- for anyone who cannot leave
this show_ At some sales meetings to cut the cost of T.V. commer- man 5, Pearl 3, Camisa, Schweid. Adelphi Thursday, The final deadlin
e is this 





2i,r.�:�1��k 2• Morales. week. 
SIGMA ALPHA !���=�:
s- Refreshments will be or whatever animated character After the reaction by World's - -------�-­
projects the proper image. Mr. Fair a\ldiences, trade and sales .,.City FreshGeF P Adelphi Fretm;np 
Sturdy and Mr. Bunen claim, "Any meetings and at last Monday Hendrix, If 4 6 14 Cocks, l£ 1 o 2 
thing that can be drawn can be night's show Aniforms has proved �7��':n, c 9 5 23 L't'5lein, r:f 5 ° lo 
made into Aniforms." After the that it is he�·e to stay_ Cohen g � 
1
� W-;:ih;rly � 6 
1
� 
G'ds'th, Jg 2 3 7 Neinstedt, lg 4 3 11 
Berlin O O O Cooper o o o 
BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL 
Approved by 
American Bar Association 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 
Leading to LL.B. Degree 
NEW TERMS COMMENCE 
FEBRUARY and SEPTEMBER 
Furth.er information may be obtained 
from-the Office of the Director of Admissions, 
37_5 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 
Near Borough Hall 
Telephone: MA 5-2200 
�� �:
g � :.J: 1� Sch'ssl'r, rg 13 10 3
6 
Total 28 17 73 
Total 26 25 77 
Adelphi Freshmen _ 29 44-73 
City Freshmen ___ ... __ . ____ 34 43-77 
Free throws missed: City (10) - Hen­




Braz 3, Lichtenstein, 
Fouled ou·� Lichtenstein, Neinstedt, 
Zuckerman, Ne¥7Inan. 
SWIMMLNG 
. The 111ermen are in action twice 
this ,feel( This afternoon they visit 
__ Manhattan_ Friday they host Actel­
phi in the Wingate Pool at 4:30. 
City l9s·t to both S!!horls _last year and the current prospects don't 
look too ·promising_ Last Friday 
City was beaten by LIU, 54-41-
\The next meeting of Sigma Al- STUDENT CENTER NEWS 
plia will be held Friday evening, Those who have heard of the December 18 in Room 407 at 6=30- humorist Robert Benchley (this 
CAR.VER CLUB generation of college students is 
The next meeting of Carver- Club t99 yo)lng to have seen his movies' 
will be this Friday evening, De- or even to have read his works, 
cember 18, at 6:30 in room 403 although he was the darling of the 
of the Student Center. 
sophiSticates a generation ago) 
All members of Carver are ask'.ed 
will have a fare opportunity to see 
to bring at least one gift which' 
a ,<?ollection of four of his legen-' 
can be given to a small child as a 
dary l,auglitei: pieces - "The Wit­
Christmas present. These gifts will 
_ne�i;,'� '.'How to Take a Vacation," 
be given to the Children's 'Aid So-
"Ci·im� Control" and "Keeping In 
ciety as -a donation from Caryer 
Sh.tpe" on Wednesday and Thurs­
Club_ The club is sponsoring this 
'clay evening, December 16 and 17.: 
fund raising d1ive in hopes 'of 
Tlw, movie will be shown in Room 
raising fifty gifts to be presented 
4o1, "Student Center, at 5 :30 P.M. 
to these unfortunate children_ The 
and will run for 37 minutes 
cooperation of all Carver members 
On December 22 and 23 (Tues- -
is needed if this project is _d
ay an� Wednesday), the great · 
to be a success_ All gifts will be 
W: q. Fields, who was at his great-: 
greatly and deeply appreciated not 
eSi m. three Mac Sennett comedy 
classics, will be shown also in only by those who are in charge Room· 407 S. C. This "W'. C_ Fields1 of this endeavor, but more so by Festival" includes "The Barber 
Sho�," "The Pharmacist," and "The 
Fatal Glass of Beer!' The film ,vill 
start-at 5:30 P.M_ and continue for, 
58 minutes_ 
Typical Baruch toed says: 
RECORDED MUSIC 
Goncerts of recorded music ,viii 
follow the movies in Room 407. 
Mr_ Burdette Gratton is in charge 
of the program, 
Typical Baruch Coed 
"Since· I switched to ALADIN I've had 21% 
fewer ·cavities, Math 152 is a breeze, ·and 
all the boys pursue m,e." · 
Moral: You ·can't 
• 
Will them all! 
'lat at the ALADIN -yo,u1/ like the change" 
150 EAST 23rd STREET GR 5-3870 CWE DELIVER) 
H.U.B. LOUNGE 
The decorated-for-the-season Hub 
Lounge invites its members and 
friends to a daily program of dance 
music and hospitality, from 5:15 
P.M_ -
"P,ictures in the Hallway" by the 
well-known frish dramatist Sean 
O'Casey, ,vil! open at the Theatre' 
de Lys on Christopher Street on_. 
December 16, and can be seen by' 
· Bah1ch Evening Session students;
for the price of $LOO per ticket. 
The play will run for only three 
weeks_ 
However, to obtain tickets at this 
price, ten tickets must be bought 
at one time. Any gi:oup of five 
couples can arrange for them. The 
deadline for the money to ''be hand­
ed in and the order placed is Fri­
day, December 18- For those who 
are not ab!� to set up their own
g�·ou�, t�r D�pa.J.·tment of Student 
Life 1s ordermg a limited amount 
of tickets for Sunday, December 
27, which must b�1 pa:i:d for by Dll­
cember 18_ 
All requests and orders must be 
made in Room 302, Student Ce11ter. 
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Beavers Edged BJ' Adelphi E.S Five Seeks First 
In League Overtime Opener Win Against Queens 
By BURT BEAGLE 
Desl?ite running off fifteen straight points to open the second half, City's varsity went 
down to its second defeat in three starts, bow ing
1 
to Ade)phi University, 77-76, in overtime, 
::,efore another standing room only crowd of more'than 1000, at the Wingate Gym Saturday.. 
Two free throws by Jerry Divock•<i•>-------------------------­
with 27 seconds left, gave Adelphi 
its second victory in three starts. 
The game was the Tri-State Lea­
g·ue opener for both teams. 
Adelphi led most of the first half 
and held a 35-34 edge at inter­
mission. City, which has started 
City Bows To Columbia 












If there is any solace in defeat, it is the fact that a team 
this time. The quintet of Bob Kiss- after being hopelessly out of a game can, instead of giving 
man, Alan Zuckerman, Julie Le- _up, come back fighting. 
vine, Ray Camisa and Pat Val- Such was the case for the Beavers result gave Columbia some easy 
lance completely dominated play. last Wednesday. Down by 21 points layups. When that play did11't work, 
The five ran off fifteen straight with ten minutes to play and 16 Benoit got hot from the outside. 
po.ints while holding Adelphi score- points with 4:50 'left, they came He hit six of seven in the first half. 
less for five minutes. The Panthers roaring back to cut the margin to 
never got more than one shot at four points, before bowing to Co­
the_ basket each time they came lumbia, 86-82, at the Lions' Uni­
down court as Zuckerman and Kiss- versity Hall. 
City's first half offense was 
Zuckerman. He drove around his 
man to score or was fouled. He 
rebounded his own missed shots 
and in general raised havoc with 
the Lions' defense. Zuckerman ac­
counted for 16 of City's 24 points 
in the latter part of the half as 
the mai-gin came down to 37-43. 
Neil Farber's basket at the buzzer 
made the halftime margin eight 
points. Feisinger had 16 points at 
the half. 
man controlled the boards. It was a game in which Coach 
On offense, City was nmning Dave Polansky was forced to go 
more than usual to catch the vis- to his bench early. City came back 
itors off guard. Zuckerman's two from an early 17 point deficit to six 
free throws moved City in front. in the first half. 
Camisa cut across the middle for Again in the second half, Colum­
a left handed hook shot and then bia ran off a 15-4 streak to lead 
fed to Zuckerman who hit a jump 70-49 with 10 :23 to play. Pat Val­
shot from the foul line. Vallance lance then fed to Dave Schweid 
got into the act with another driv- who scored. Schweid followed with Columbia Has Hot Hand 
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f1�l' t�i Zuckerman around a jump shot by it and fo�ght back. . 
Mike Pearl cut the margin in half. . . Colu�lna had a hot shootmg jump shot snapped the streak. Zuckerman fouled out with 1 :58 night WJth 32 of 64, a .500 average. 
left and Stan Felsinger converted Benoit was eight of t�11 , l\lic�u)­
twice. Zuckerman had 31 points loch five of seven, Felsrnger eight 
including 21 in the first half, which ot 16 and Farber seven of 16. Fel­
kept City in the game. smge1· a1:d Farber were _the top 
Adelphi Comes Back 
From that point on, it was Adel­
phi who came on stro11g. With 
Steve Mallis and Don Morales lead­
ing the way, the margin began to 
diminish. City's offense was cen­
tered around Kissman, who was 
driving effectively around Morales 
and Mallis, who took turns guard­
ing him. 
City led 58-50 with ten minutes 
left, but could score only six points 
in the remaining regulation time. 
Holding a 62-56 lead with six and 
a half minutes left, City went into 
a modified freeze to draw the Pan­
thers' defense out. Mike Pearl con­
verted two free throws for an 
eight point lead with five minutes 
to go, but City never scored again 
in regulation time. 
Bob Kissman matched Felsino-er's scorers with 22 and 19 pomts, re­
free throws and Julie Levine" cut spectively. Although he scored 
the lead to six. City· was pressing only. eight points, Mike Gri±:fin 
the Lions now and Pearl stole the provided much of the rebounding 
ball and went in to score and the for the winners. 
deficit was down to 80-84. City Aside from Zuckerman, no one 
stole the ball again. Two more on City had hot hands. Zuckerman 
shots missed. City stole a tap on a was seven of 16 from the fl?or ancl 
jump ball and a third shot missed. 17 of 18 from the foul ln_ie. He 
Schweid fouled Felsinger and he also grabbed 10 rebounds. K1ssman 
converted twice with 30 second$ had ,14 pornts an_d 1�, rebounds� 
left to wrap up the game. Ray Pearl added 13. City hit 27 of 7:J 
Camisa banked in a 25-footer as for a .360 average. 
the game ended. City College Columbia 
Zuckerman's three-point play G F·P G F P 
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Lions pressured the Beaver guards Menken o o o Dema o o 
at mid.court and forced them out of �:��re, Jg_ ; � l� Benoit, lg 8 1 17 City's usual pattern offense. The Z'k'm'n, rg 7 17 31 Felsinger, rg 6 22 
result was that City went six min- Schweid 3 O 6 McCulloch 4 14 
utes without a basket. Total 27 28 82 Total 32 22 86 
Seeking to snap a two-game losing streak, the Baruch 
Evening Session basketball team will play host to the Queens 
College Junior Varsity, Friday night in Hansen Hall at 7:30. 
The Baruch team has lost its1·c.>·-----------­
first two starts by a total of five 
points. In the opener against 
Cathedral, the Evening team came 
from 15 points down to send the 
game into overtime. 
I n the second contest against 
Brooklyn, the Baruch team led by 
and the return of Tony Falcone 
should help the team in that de­
partment. 
Both are 6-3 and have the height 
and strength to give that Baruch 
team backboard control. Although 
lacking experience, Mallette played 
well in the Brooklyn game scor­
ing 18 points and bringing down 
17 rebounds. 
Falcone, a three-year veteran, 
has missed the opening games due 
v to personal reasons. Last year he 
Arnold Mallette 
set a new Evening Session ' record 
averaging 18 rebounds a game. He 
also averaged just under 20 points 
a game. 
Kai Liebowitz, another husky 6-3 
forward, ,vil! probably alternate in 
the pivot wi�h Falcone. Liebowitz, 
who has a good scoring touch, just 
hasn't been getting the ball enough. 
Against Brooklyn, he took just 
seven shots and three of those 
came about as h; grabbed a 1·e­
bound and went back up with the 
shot. 
In backcourt, Coach George 
Wolfe; will have the regula1· duo 
of Ronnie Epstein and Val Cla,rk. 
The retUTn of Falcone could 
mean the benching of Marshall Lei-
' . . . chuk, the team's all-time scorer. -as many as 16 pomts m t1 e frrst Although he averaged 20 points a half, only to be caught midway in game last year, the 6-4½ Lelchuk the_ sec?nd half. ;3rooklyn snapped has g·otten off to a slow start in a tie ;,v1th Just 11 seconds left and both scoring and rebounding. Lel-won 19-76. chuk will still see plenty of action. 
The start is reminiscent of last John Purvis, who scored well in 
season when the Barnch team lost the second half of last season is 
its first three starts by four, five another starter who will find him­
and seven points. From that in- self on the bench for a while. Jfe 
auspicious start, the team recov- has scored just three baskets ill 
ered to win seven of its last eight two games. 
games. Two reserves who saw little ac-
Despite having good overall tion until now may get some more 
height, the Evening team has taken playing time. Leslie Wyche will 
a beating off the backboards. The fill in in the backcourt and Henry 
improving play of Arnold Mallette Williams will be a corne1· man. 
City Freshmen Top Adelphi; 
Knel, Newm-ali Lead Attack 
Some clutch shooting in the last five minutes helped 
City's freshmen team defeat the Adelphi freshmen, 77-73, 
at the Wingate Gym, Saturday. The win was the second in 
three starts for City. Adelphi has lost all four of its starts. 
City led all the way, but a hot!«••>-- ------ --­
shooting second half by Mark times, but the Baby Beavers didn't 
�chiessler brought _Adelphi back panic. The ball-handling of New­
mto the game. S�h1essler wound man and BaJTl'Y Globerman broke 
up with 36 points, 26 of them in the Panthers' ·press. 
the second half. Richie Knel had a hot hand in the 
Divock's jump shot got tw� back, 
and two free throws by Mallis 
added two more. Wechsler con­
verted two free throws on a one­
and-one and finally, with 3:27 to 
go, Wechsler added another pair 
of charity throws to deadlock the 





































































Free throws missed: City (8) - . . S O o_ se C rnss er, W :O screen at the foul line had their Zuckerman, Camisa 2, Pearl 2, Eise- hit five straight outside shots m 
first half as City opened up a 
25-15 lead. Adelphi managed to cut 
the margin to 34-29 at the half. 
Knel had 19 points in the firnt half. Final Shot Misses 
City set tfp Camisa in the pivot, 
but his hook shot missed, and Mallis 
grabbed the rebound with just over 
two minutes to go. Adelphi froze 
the ball for the final shot. Mallis 
took it behind a screen from 1 20 
feet out, but it was off taTget. 
In the overtime, Pearl's two 
free ·throws and Camisa's re­
bound put _, City four points 
up. Mallis and Kissman had off­
setting baskets, but Kissman was 
then forced out of the lineup with 
leg cramps. Mallis and Divock got 
the margin back to one, but two 
free throws by Dave Schweid made 
it three. Steve Sherma�'s two free 
throws and Pearl's jump shot off" 
set each other. Bob Goldstein made 
iL 74-73 with 1 :39 left. 
· Mallis drove in from the corner 
to put Adelphi one up. City missed 
on its first chance tp get the lead 
back, but Ken Trell picked up the 
rebound and scored on a 12-foot 
jump shot with 34 seconds 1:emain­
ing. 
Adelphi, after calling time, put 
the ball in play. After bringing the 
ball up court a11d working it al'ound 
for a few seconds, it was discov­
ered that the clock was not moving. 
Although from 10 to 15 seconds 
(Continued on Page 7) 





a H�c-;;-n��got the la_st five minutes. City had a 




half. Four free throws, a drive by 
Wagner Saturday 
Knel and two jump shots by Gary 
Zuckerman accounted for the 
streak. 
Hoping to repeat its upset of a year ago,. City will travel to Staten. Island Saturday to 
meet Wagner College, in a Tri-State League game. 
After the Wagner game, City will have a ten-day layoff before resuming action Dec. 
29 against Queens College at the• 
Wingate Gym. 
Wagner won 16 of 24 games last 
yeil.r. The Seahawks came to Win­
gate last in January with a 12-2 
record. With the starting five scor­
ing in double figures, City won 
68-65. 
Wagner is one of the new teams 
in the Tri-State League this year. 
In its first league start it defeated 
Fairleigh-Dickinson, 85-78. It also 
defeated Moravian, 78-63 and lost 
to King·s Point, 81-80, and Seton 
Hall, 99-90, in overtime. 
City will be up against one of 
the top four players in the Met 
area, according to Wagner Coach 
Herb Sutter. Hank Pedro, is the 
hub of the Green and White attack. 
He averaged 21 points a game last 
year and scored 19 against City. 
Also back from last year's team 
a1·e John DiMaggio, Art Grannis 
and George Blois. 
Grannis, at 6-4, is the biggest Blois along with Rick Hunsicker, 
man. He has moved from the cor- another junior college transfer 
ner to the pivot since Wagner lost and Lou Anarnmo, both 5-10, make 
three of its biggest men via grad- up the first line reserves. 
TRI-STATE LEAGUE 
Queens upset City last year, 
(As of December 14) 
54-53. It was only the second time 
w L Pct. PF PA it beat Cjty in 17 tries. The Knights 
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vinning seasons in re-
o .000 0 0 
1 .000 76 77 
I 
.
000 58 59 
2 .000 128 139 
The Schedule: 
Tonight-City College at Bridgeport 
Saturday-City College at Wagner 
uation. DiMaggio, at 6-2, is the 
number two rebounder. He has 
moved from backcourt to up front. 
Ray Burgos, 6-2, a junior college 
transfer and Ron Thomas, ·a 6-1 
sophomore round out the starting 
team. 
This year Queens has started 
fast, winning foul' of its first five 
games, beating Montclair State, 
Stony Brook, Pratt and Hunter. 
T1 e lene loss was to Yeshiva, 
100-96, in three overtimes. 
Marty Eichen, who scored the 
winning foul shot with 11 seconds 
left last year, cun-ently leads the 
Queens attack. Roger Ratner, last 
year's top scorer has been sicje­
lined ,vith an injury and probably 
will miss the game. 
Newman and Zuckerman each 
scored 12 points in the secoml half 
to lead City. K.nel wound up ,vith 
23 and Curt Hendrix had 14. 
Lions Devour Cubs 
In its previous game, City was 
outclassed by Columbia, 102-64. 
The Lions have their greatest 
freshmen team in history. It starts 
with center Dave Newmark at 
7 -0 ¼ . At the corners are John 
Harms, 6-7, and Larry Borger, 6-6. 
Their replacements are 6-6 and 6-5. 
City's biggest men are Zuckerman 
and Hendrix at 6-4 and 6-3, re­
spectively. 
City was in the game early tr::-il­
ing only 19-16. Midway tln-ongh 
the half Knel was ejected from the 
game for fighting and the Beavers 
seemed to sag. The Lions l'an off 
17 straight points to sew up the 
game. 
Newmark had 25 points, Harms 
20. Marty Goldsmith led City with 
24 points, getting most of them on 
the tail end of a give-and-go 
series. 
(Freshmen box score on page 7) 
